
Sticks and Tissue No 24 - November 2008
I’d like to thank the following contributors, without whom this newsletter would not be 
possible: Alan Jupp for several of the plans, David Kinsella, Tony Tomlin, Mervyn Tilbury, Ray 
Millard, Steve Truckle and Tony Tomlin.

If you can contribute any articles, wish to make your point of view known etc please send to or 
phone 01202 625825       james.i-parry@tiscali.co.uk 

The content does not follow any logical order or set out, it’s “as I put it in and receive”.

Thanks to Mark Venter back issues are available for download from (This is the new address)
http://www.cmac.net.nz

Writings and opinions expressed are the opinion of the writer but not necessarily the 
compiler/publisher of Sticks and Tissue.

Mervyn Tilbury’s latest model again based on a rubber plan and scaled up a little
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David Kinsella’s Column

Again, Please!!
Perfect weather and a big turnout of enthusiasts, models of all types and many traders at Old 
Warden in late September should encourage the organisers to do it again next year. It was 
inspiring after all, and several I spoke to hoped for a repeat in 2009.  Off A1 and set between 
London and Brum, a traditional grass airfield plus the famous Shuttleworth Collection - 
Gladiator, Hurricane, SE5a, DH88 Comet, Bristol Fighter and loads more - beefs up the 
aeromodelling experience.

Ear Ear
Several of the Red Baron's pilots kept dogs. On take off it was not 
unknown for the hounds to chase their masters down the airfield! In 
so doing Moritz, Manfred's giant Great Dane, lost an ear to a 
propeller. Big Max, owned by Zeumer, was adept at dodging the 
props but ended up under a passing car. The tents of the roving 
Jadgeschwader made control of pets difficult. On our side of the 
lines at least one lion was kept
as a mascot.

Bigger Than Barton.
In the great days of radio - TV didn't really get going before the 1953 Coronation - 20 million 
tuned in to the Piddingtons, masters of’ thought transfer. In one stunning demonstration Lesley 
Piddington in the Tower of London 'read' a complicated message `sent’ by hubby Sydney miles 
away at the BBC. How they did it was never discovered. Dick Barton on the Light at 6.45 could 
only manage ten million. Wogan about six million. 

Good Reading
The Aeroplane monthly now offers 108 quality pages on 100 
Great British Aircraft. Heaps of pictures, facts, plans, adverts, 
all for a fiver. It's in Smiths now - but don't delay: Essential 
stuff, chaps.

Crunchshock
In Old Broad Street two bankers in bowlers, ties and shoes - and that's all! A picture appeared in 
Metro. Few noticed as they staggered past with their boxes of defunct office gear. Books will be 
written about all this just as scribes did in 1929.

Blue To Blue
Wearing a range of uniforms but with wings up for the pilots, the RAF did not slip into blue 
until the close of 1919. The first blue, close to powder/sky blue was due to the influence of 
actress Lily Elsie on the Air Council and the troubles in Russia in 1917. Ordered for the Russian 
cavalry a million yards of light blue material lay idle in British warehouses. An alternative use 
had to be found....The final change to the familiar blue-grey was soon authorised but took its 
time to work through the Service conceived by Smuts and built by Trenchard. Steady 
modernisation saw the shedding of white shirts, walking canes, puttees, breeches and even 
waistcoats as the RAF drew nearer to World War Two.

Rara Avis
Humpty Go Cart (Humphrey DeForest Bogart?) is a Class A 
VTR seldom seen.
A Dick Edmonds design for Basil's ED Racer but drawn only as 
a three view in Aeromodeller, the fact that there's no detailed 
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plan may account for it. A while ago an uprated version (for modern catching) was made by 
Julio Isidro of Portugal, a dedicated and active enthusiast of the sport.  Dick and High Wycombe 
were very active too in the -1950s, fielding Oliver powered Pluto, Fourth Dimension and other 
designs to good effect such as 1956 Nats winner Nike pictured here.

Massive Stuff
The largest collection of airship material is held in a special museum on the shore of Lake 
Constance. A modest sum will give you the airship experience in a modern machine at l000ft, 
toy-like steamers far below visiting Germany, Austria and Switzerland. Airship pioneer Hugo 
Eckener's life and work is well covered by Douglas Botting and Jack Morpurgo's life of Barnes 
Wallis deals with R100 in some detail.

Albert's Own
Enlarging is easy these days. If you fancy a Hetherington-size Fokker DVIII or a Gloster Javelin 
I have a number of Hatful plans ready for the treatment.

Get Ready!
A spot of tension here as David Finch awaits the warm-up prior to the 
Nats final in 1998. The model is a Voodoo V, the motor an Eifflaender 
Special. David won in a fraction over 7 minutes. Two years later David's 
Frog 500 Philibuster secured bags of booty by winning VTR2000 at Old 
Warden, a memorable weekend to mark fifty years of Team Racing in 
the UK.  A leader for several years in the VTR movement, David's 
models set a super standard to aim for.

A Beauty
The design may be pushing fifty (when, some say, life begins!) but what can compare with this 
Mac Grimmett racer promising pace with grace. For those 
of a certain age the treatment of the fin area has a touch 
of the V Connaught racing car about it, as Terry 
McDonald observed in his important ABC of Team 
Racers. Here it's my pleasure to salute fine workmanship 
by David Finch. At Old Warden this year David braved 
the bluster with a special ED Racer, which reeled off impressive laps.

RAF Aid
Long ago involved with movie props, I found myself in a supercharged 540K Mercedes coming 
in from the west, late at night with the hood down, a lightweight anti-tank gun in tow. We were 
dressed as German officers. Ahead on a rise near Camberley we saw a figure hitching, a chap in 
RAF blue as we came to a halt. Coming around the huge headlights he saw us properly for the 
first time! He said Uxbridge? We said Ja! When engaged (foot hard down) the blower struck a 
Teutonic note which battled with Mick Jagger's Route Sixty-Six all the way to Hammersmith 
thanks to a loop on our tape recorder. Did they believe him in Suvla Block?

Solid Sugdens
Here we have three fine examples, the glo in the middle 
having Super Tigre porting. For beam or radial mount, 
this engine of the 1950s was designed by David Sugden 
who later removed to the USA and a dental practice there. 
Castings were offered at one time.
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Scoop
The explosive news of 1983 concerned Hitler's diaries, a Sunday paper that April putting on 
impressive sales with a banner headline and picture of the busy scribe (62 volumes!) who started 
World War Two. Roaring away with Oxford experts giving the thumbs up, a chemist later 
showed that the chemical used to whiten the paper stock was invented in 1954!  And the 
aviation interest? The purchase and restoration of Hermann Goering's motor yacht was jolly 
expensive. Funds just had to be found. It nearly worked. 

Moving On
As we saw at Middle Wallop in August that great enthusiast Alan Jupp is changing direction. He 
kindly presented me with a dozen VTR plans, all super stuff too, and I'm very proud to have 
them. Good luck, Alan. You were always there, and now you will be greatly missed.

Loco Matters
Model railroaders should consider Pete Waterman's book 
on his quality models of various gauges. A Train is for 
Life (Ian Allan) shows one hundred in full colour from 
ace builders Vic Green, Stan Beeson, David Baker and 
Harry Dumas. Excellent for reference purposes. 

Bottle of Britain
These days cans of drink are all over the place - cans, anyway - but it was not always so. Long 
ago, in the ex-RAF small-pack taken to the flying field would be a repair kit, a bottle of Mercury 
8 or other fuel, a bag of sandwiches prepared by Mum and - a large bottle of Tizer!  Far more 
striking than a tin, a fine paper label on the side, the knobbly glass bottle showed off its contents 
to good effect. Greedily consumed - two bottles would have been better - the thought of a penny 
or two for the empty kept Britain tidy! 

Stuff
Lots of it too, Vintage and Scale, is available from Proctor and Dave Platt in the USA and, of 
course, Mick Reeves and Mick Charles over here, Google and credit cards will smooth the 
process.

Models First
Geoff Goldsmith (S&T September) reminded me that Sqd Ldr Neville Duke DSO DFC AFC 
MC OBE was first an avid modeller. The Skybird delights of James Hay Stevens appealed, and 
in a letter of 13 June 1995 Neville told me of fifty he'd made! With these Brooklands and 
Heston hangars to hold them and Club No 419 set up for chums in the area. Aero Modeller was
his bible as a member of the Skybird League, and flying models included Frog Puss Moths and 
Interceptors and larger stuff too. World famous, of course, for his record with the Hunter in 
1953, Neville held the show together at Farnborough following the DH110 crash (hand written 
letter from Churchill), was earlier wingman to Sailor Malan and mixed it with sand coloured 
109s and 190s in the western desert. Tough stuff, yet he scored over thirty with probables and 
held a triple DFC.

Large Gins
Roger Middlebrook takes us to Africa: the roar of the radials, 
tropical suits in the saloon, ice in the glass, Coward on the HMV 
wind-up. Canopus, first of her class, is Empire showing the flag.
HAPPY CHRISTMAS, CHAPS LOTS OF JOLLIES IN THE 
NEW TEAR. VINTAGE IS ALL

(Aero Modeller was, of course two words in the good old days!)
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Request for some info Ross Lloyd in Oz

I have recently discovered your Sticks and Tissue newsletter and I am hoping that perhaps you 
or some of your readers may be able to help me to get details of a Fleet Galloping Ghost system, 
which I purchased a few months ago.  I am an avid R/C modeller and a keen reader of RCM&E 
since its inception back in the 1960’s and I am assuming that you are the same James Parry who 
contributes to this great magazine.
Whilst Australia is now only a few mouse clicks away from any and every modelling product 
this was not the case back in the ‘60’s and ‘70’s.  I have kept a lot of my old equipment but 
never did master the mysterious Galloping Ghost and now I would like to do so.  My electronics 
skills are those of a technician rather than a design engineer so what I am seeking are the circuit 
diagrams for this equipment. If you think you could help I would really appreciate it and I could 
send you some photos of the gear if that makes it easier to identify.  I am not planning to fly it 
but just confound our younger (under 40) club members with a static demonstration.
Email:     lloydpr@bigpond.com

               

Flitehook and MP jets

Flitehook now have a stock of MP jet 040 classic .6cc engines.  Selling for £45.00 + P&P (in 
UK).  The two I have had for a couple of years are excellent and for those who have not seen 
they are similar to a Mills 75.  Using in The Tomboy 3, 36 to date however they have proved to 
be very marginally, slightly, minutely more powerful than the Mills.  There are two tanks one 
aluminium and other clear plastic.  The beam mounted one’s which I believe all of these are 
have two mounting holes as opposed to the more normal 4, I’ve not had any problem with that. 
More details etc from Pauline/John +44 (0)2380 861541
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Latest Model from Mervyn Tilbury
 
I have attached some photos of my latest model for your consideration with a few words to 
explanation.
The model is the Airspeed Envoy made twice size of Horald Towner's rubber powered model.  
It is 103 inches span, and powered by two electric motors (from a helicopter) and 3 cell lipo 
batteries. The model has flown once with great success and landed safely although the C of G 
was a little rearward. I look forward to flying it at the Vintage Meets next year.
 
          Centre section of wing showing cowling, 
dummy engine and motor with prop fitted.  (Cowls 
were constructed using a turned blue foam core, 
which was covered with glass/epoxy, and then the 
foam core was cut out.  Rocker covers made and 
added separately).

         

Basic fuz.

 Completed model with myself to show scale of model.

                                                          Completed model 
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Complete basic model less cowls

     

 

Talking of control line models who remembers these Bat fuel tanks?  I 
don’t, but got this from Alan Jupp.

From Ray Millard
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I don't think I've got enough to do!! If I had, I wouldn't mess about with tiny toy aeroplanes. But 
I bought one of those little r/c biplanes a couple of years ago just to play with. It is steered by 
differential thrust, and the altitude is controlled by the amount of throttle.
 After having problems with stalling out of turns, just like in single channel days, I took off the 
tailplane and replaced it with a 1/32 sheet one about twice the size. Problem solved. 
 Then it went into the modelling cupboard and stayed there for a year or so.
 After having lost the transmitter (!) I decided that the little bipe was far too cute to throw away, 
so a quick proggle with a balsa knife got rid of the rx and single cell, and a 3 farad 2.5 volt 
capacitor from Ebay went into the gap with the 2 wires for each motor soldered on.
 I'm no good at electronics, so that was how it finished up! A 4.8 volt nicad is used to fill the 
capacitor until the motors are running fast enough, then off it goes.
 It sounds really nice with the 2 motors "beating" together, and it flies quite happily for half a 
minute or so free flight.
 Has anyone any ideas for a better electronic setup. Mine is a bit, er, simple!!

             

Mills 75 for sale

MILLS .75 diesel engine, serial number 67/859. 
Photograph shows non standard compression screw 
and the motor running with an 8 x 4 propeller 
(propeller not included in the sale). Fitted with an 
aftermarket carburettor and fuel tank. Easy starting, as 
you would expect from a Mills diesel. £66 + £4.00 
p&p. Call Chris Hague on 07967 306 201

From Steve Truckle
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Funny you should suggest the Cardinal. I've just 
completed a scaled down version for CO2. I built the 
model to try and get to grips with building/tissue 
covering etc. 
It's about 22 
inch span with 
a GM-63 
motor. Not 
sure whether 
that's a good 

combination or not. The model is as yet unflown and I 
suspect it's a bit on the heavy side. Anyway I'll find out 
as soon as the weather's more suitable, perhaps at 
Middle Wallop next Sunday!? 

As I've just finished a Cardinal (albeit a small one), I'd prefer to do something different for the 
ED Baby. I was thinking of a Vic Smeed Poppet, which is 33 inches wingspan. 

The plan was supplied by John Pond, so I suppose it is still available from that source?
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I know this is in poor taste but I had to laugh to myself 
when I read it!  Adds a different meaning to “Something 
for the weekend Sir”
I wonder if it was double sided? Hope not.
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A scale CL for a change

Alan Jupp’s P E Norman stuff

As you may have read in last S&T and have almost certainly heard of Alan is scheduled, subject 
to vagaries of house selling etc, to move to Crete in January 2009, not long now.  He has 
disposed of most of his modelling stuff although a few odds and ends remain.  Some of which 
he will possibly be selling at MW on 30 November.  If he cannot make it then I’ll have some of 
it in my car for selling etc.
However he has one big problem, what to do with all of the P E Norman collection.  Dozens of 
airframes and ancillary items such as the Typhoon mould as mentioned in S&T a few issue ago.
Some of the models have been conserved many haven’t.  He would like to pass on the whole 
collection to someone willing to take over and look after, display, perhaps conserve further.
If you are interested please contact him on 020 8401 2691.  He won’t however be available from 
today until Monday 1 December after work, although may be at MW.

                                                                                     Croydon Gala 1953 John Wingate launches
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 Vic Smeed launching        John 

Taylor 1958 
      Paageboy
     Aeromodeller July 1953         

Stability Gremlin by F Hughes 1946.  Has 
anyone built one and flown it?
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BM 3

Cast your mind back to last issue and Geoff Northmore mentioning the BM 1 as a result of a 
previous photo.  Well for once I’m not cursing the Internet as the following superb photos have 
been sent in respect of the BM 3.

  
Bachetti Adriano Concorso Nazionale 1942       Torneo Graffer 1942  Trento, Bachetti Adriano, 
Vega 7 engine                                                      Padova  

Unfortunately the reproduction is not fantastic but it gives you an idea.  When I get a couple of 
hours I’ll repair the plan.  Unless anyone has a complete copy?
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Wellingborough Ogees MAC R/C Vintage and Tomboy. Tony Tomlin

Sunday 19 October was the date for the second vintage meeting for 2008 organised by 
Wellingborough  Ogees MAC. This meeting was hosted by David Boddington. Competitions 
were planned for the popular Tomboy3 series and the Tomboy Senior class, which, although 
only in its first year, has a good and increasing number of entries. The weather forecast for the 
day said winds and cloud would increase throughout the day with lower than normal 
temperatures. Amazingly for once they were spot on which was a shame!!
Tomboy3s
The majority of fliers who arrived were seasoned Tomboyists with only a couple of vintage 
models, apart from the Tomboys to be seen. As the wind was getting stronger all the time, the 
air was soon full with the buzzing of Mills 75 and 1.3 engines.  The fliers were attempting to 
achieve two, 4 minute maxes in their classes to make the mass launch fly off. Unfortunately 
David Boddington’s son Andrew was having engine problems and sportingly agreed to be the 
starter whilst Peter Rose, who was still running in the Mills 1.3 in his Tomboy Senior, wisely 
did not compete.
All the remaining 5 entrants made the Tomboy3 fly off with Tom Airey, winner of the Tomboy 
3 League 2 weeks before, the favourite, but Tony Tomlin, David Boddington and Stephen 
Powell [last years Tomboy League winner] were all close contenders. Paul Netton, new to 

Tomboy3s this year, and flying in his third 
competition was trying to better his excellent 3rd 

place at the very windy Tomboy3 event at 
Middle Wallop recently.
As the 10 second warning board was lowered 
by the starter all models got away well making 
slow  forward  progress  in  the  wind  and  all 
feeling the effect of low-level turbulence. Soon 
they had settled down in smoother air and were 
all  close.  However,  after  just  over  a  minute, 

Tony Tomlin’s model broke away from the group and started to descend as his engine stopped 
with over half the fuel in the tank unused.
Tom Airey and Paul Netton were highest at an estimated 600ft., with Stephen Powell a little 
lower and unusually David Boddington was lowest.  All  of the engines then stopped around 
2minutes, David landing first at 3mins 41secs. Stephen Powell was lower than Paul Netton both 
stretching their glide and mindful of the need to land within the field to qualify. Stephen was the 
next to land at 10 seconds short of 5 minutes and Paul landed in the field, [but only just!], after 
another 14 seconds. This left Tom Airey to float in 40 seconds later. Congratulations must go to 
Tom as he has flown consistently well and apart from a couple of engine problems has won six 
of the eight Tomboy3 events in 2008.
Tomboy Senior
Due to the worsening weather conditions it was decided to hold the Tomboy Senior fly off 
immediately after the Tomboy3s, four Tomboy Senior flyers making it to the fly off.  A good 
deal of good natured banter ensued as Tom Airey, Stephen Powell, David Boddington and Tony 
Tomlin, hoping for a better result after his recent Tomboy3s fuel problem, [that’s not the way he 
described it!!] launched together. These models appeared to be closely matched in performance 
as they climbed away together nearly in formation. 
Stephen Powell was lowest as the hard working Mills 1.3 used up their 6cc fuel allowance and 
stopped with Tony Tomlin and Tom Airey highest. Stephen had the misfortune to find totally 
dead air  and was down in 5mins  7secs  followed by David Boddington 20 secs later.  Tony 
Tomlin possibly the highest and now in trouble, as having allowed his Tomboy Senior to drift 
downwind, was having to dive steeply to try and make the club field. All was in vain as he 
ignominiously landed in a field of Brussels sprouts 100 yards from the club boundary and was 
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disqualified! His time was one second over six mins. Tom Airey got everything right and landed 
on the strip at 6mins 49secs.
 David Boddington presented the awards to the winners ending what had been an enjoyable 
meeting in the blustery conditions.   After Tom Airey’s two wins on the day the general feeling 
of the other fliers was  “Whatever he drinks I’ll have a pint”! 
Thanks  go  to  David  Boddington  and  the  Wellingborough  Club  for  making  this  meeting  a 
success.
It is planned to have around ten Tomboy3 and Tomboy Senior competitions in 2009 at various 
vintage events, with, as before, a league to be scored on a competitors best results from four 
events.  
Please contact Tony Tomlin for details. Phone 02086413505  

    email Pjt2.alt2@btinternet.com. 

             

“Gone fishing” or perhaps “Catching flies”

Those all important dates 2009

Cocklebarrow - Confirmed
14th June 
16th August  
11th October 

Middle Wallop – subject to license, so to be confirmed
8 February
15 March
11, 12, 13 April
9, 10 May
29, 30, 31 August
20 September
11 October
6 December         

For the April, May and August meetings it is hoped that RC assist and CL will be allowed on 
the Sunday?  But again to be confirmed. Myself and Tony Tomlin being the volunteers.
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Wimborne MAC RC assist vintage meeting will be 17 May 2009

SAM 35 Gala at Old Warden is 27 & 28 June 2009

They knew how to build big models in 1950 
and long aerials.  I’ve heard (Before my time) 
that these transmitters, combined with being 
on the ground and in the wet, or snow, could 
make your hair stand on end when applying a 
control!

                                            Original plan lent to me by Chris Hague
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Allendale Indoor 11 November 2008

A few photos taken at the local indoor meeting run by Bournemouth MAS.  I took loads more 
photos but they were too awful to include!

        
        I think this is John Taylor’s model?

     

                  

      

                                                                Chris Hague seems to have cracked it!
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Don’t forget it’s Middle Wallop this weekend and there will be RC assist arranged by Tom 
Airey.  Also the last Junior Combi for the year.   The event will be continued next year starting 
in February 2009 at of course MW.  Just looked at Met Check and forecast is improving, fingers 
crossed.

A bit thin on the ground this month, time passes by so quickly. What with climatic restrictions 
I’ve hardly done any flying in the last month a bit of CL and the indoor above and that’s about 
it. A lot of my spare time has been preparing a special supplementary edition of S&T for the be-
ginning of next year.  A form of annual for 2008 and answering quite a few niggles that some 
readers have suffered for last 12 months, I would add deliberately on my behalf.  It will be well 
worth waiting for as the photography can only be described as superb I wish I could conjure up 
a better description the adjective escapes me, I hasten to add that the photos were not taken by 
me.
If you would like to include an article or more photos you’ve taken in this epic please send to 
me by as soon as possible.
As the file for this will be far too big to email I’m looking at other ways to distribute.  Possibly 
“You send it?”
Happy Christmas to all
James Parry
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